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Learning from Home – Brooke Avenue Public School 
Stage 3 (Years 5 and 6) – Week 3, Term 4 

 
The following timetable can be used by students to support learning at home. All tasks have been linked to syllabus outcomes. If technology is 

available at home, please use the attached links to support learning. 
Monday 18th October 2021 

When you see the  symbol, upload that task to Seesaw for your teacher to give feedback. 
English 
 
Spelling: Action Verbs 
Read and copy the spelling words. Make sure you check them to make sure they are all correct.  
 

observe compose erupt negotiate 
rescue emphasise adjust fluctuate 
search interrupt vibrate modify 
travel persuade pursue extinguish 
celebrate investigate verify thrive 

 
Grammar: Tense 
When writing or reading we use verbs to show the time that an action or event is happening this is called tense. There are three types of tense: past, 
present and future. Watch video on tense https://youtu.be/4Rm9l6y3-WY  
 
Past means something that has already happened.  
Present means something that is happening right now.  
Future means something that will happen or has not happened yet.  
 
Having the correct tense is important when writing to help portray an idea or event to the readers and for your writing to make sense. If tense 
constantly changes throughout, it can make the writing hard to read and understand.  
Look at the first sentence example underneath its verbs change tense often and is hard to read and understand compared to the second where the 
tense stays the same and flows. 
1. I walk to the store and I bought milk. 
2. I walked to the store and I bought milk. (Past tense) Or I walk to the store and I buy milk. (Present tense)    

https://youtu.be/4Rm9l6y3-WY
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Task: Make 3 columns with headings Past, Present and Future. Now write as many verbs as possible you can think of that match the headings.   
 

Past Present Future 
Walked   
Jumped  
 
 
 
 
  

Walking 
Jumps/Jumping   

Will walk 
Will jump 

 
Reading:  
Read the information on the influential Aboriginal man Albert Namatjira (attached below) and answer the questions on the worksheet.   

 
Writing: 

100+ Word Challenge!  
Write about the worst 3 things about lockdown and learning from home. 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Maths:  
Warm Up: Dice game – Race to 100 and back again 
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If you don’t have a dice, use an online dice - https://rolladie.net/ - or make a cube and place one to six dots on each face.  
Roll your dice, roll again, add your numbers together. Keep rolling and adding until you get to exactly 100. Once you reach 100, go back down to 
zero rolling and subtracting until you reach exactly zero. 
 
Tasks: 

1. Complete the sheet ‘Tyger’s Money Square’ (attached below). 
 

This week we are looking at Addition and Subtraction with a focus on Budgeting. 
What is a budget? 
A budget is how much you earn and how much you spend. It is an estimate of income and expenses. For example, when a family sets up a monthly 
budget, it means they decide how much they will spend on what. So, when parents say that a toy or a dress is not in their budget it means that they 
had not set aside so much money for buying that thing beforehand. And if for some reason they end up buying that it would just mean that 
something else, like some grocery items, might get cut down from the list of things that can be bought. 
 

2. Complete the sheet titled ‘Plan your budget’.  
Remember: all of your expenses are subtracted from your income.  
 

Geography:  
View Sources 11a, 12a and 13a (attached below). Consider the bigger picture by completing the questions.  
The ‘bigger picture’ or ‘larger image’ is asking you to consider what might be happening in these photos. Why are they weaving the leaves? 

Why is the baby behind a fabric screen? Are the family waiting for something? Use inference to describe what the bigger picture is.  

 

https://rolladie.net/
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Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 
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Creative Arts: Visual Arts (this will be done over 2 days)  
Reflection Time  
As we head into our last week of Learning From Home, now is the time to reflect. You are going to create a collage of your LFH and 

lockdown experiences. You can create this with photos, digitally, a drawing, poster, word art, magazine or news clippings and anything else you can 
think of. It may represent your variety of feelings you had throughout LFH or it might be photos/pictures of activities that you and your family 
achieved. Please see examples below of some collages.  

      
 
 
 
PE: Red, Green, Yellow 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tRCBPk4NMQ 
Complete the line jump challenge (do it every day this week and see if you can improve your score), 
 
THE LINE JUMP CHALLENGE 
 
The Line Jump is a great exercise to work on your coordination, speed, fucus and endurance...just to name a few benefits. Feet 
together, jump from one side of the line to the other, and then continuing back and forth, for 1 minute, counting each jump.  Post 
a picture of yourself completing this challenge, with your total number of jumps, seesaw. Who knew 1 minute could take so long?  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tRCBPk4NMQ
http://www.leanteen.com/blog/47/the-line-jump-challenge/
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Tuesday 19th October 2021 
When you see the  symbol, upload that task to Seesaw for your teacher to give feedback. 

English 
Spelling:  

1. Write your spelling words in past tense form.  
2. Write out your spelling words. Use the price code for each letter to work out the total cost for each of your spelling words. Consonants = $2.50, 

vowels = $5 

Grammar: Past tense verbs 
Often when we write verbs in past tense, we add -ed to the end of the word. This works with a lot of verbs, but not all of them. Some words 
are irregular and you will need to change the whole word to make it a past tense verb.  

Eg: Walk-walked, kick-kicked, wipe-wiped. Fight-fought, slide-slid, think-thought.  
 
Task: Work through the past tense worksheet attached below. You must change the verb in brackets to its past tense version to finish the sentence. 
 
Reading:  
Read the information on the influential Aboriginal man Eddie Koiki Mabo and answer the questions on the attached sheets.  
 
Writing: 

100+ Word Challenge!  
Write about the best 3 things about lockdown and learning from home. 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Maths:  
Warm Up: Dice game – Race to 100 and back again 
If you don’t have a dice, use an online dice - https://rolladie.net/ - or make a cube and place one to six dots on each face.  

Roll your dice, roll again, add your numbers together. Keep rolling and adding until you get to exactly 100. Once you reach 100, go back down to 
zero rolling and subtracting until you reach exactly zero. 
 
Task: 
Complete the Worksheet ‘Cinema visit budget’ attached below. 
Remember you only have $35 to spend so you can’t go over this amount. 
 

Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Creative Arts:  
Continue with your reflective collage from yesterday. 
 
PE: 
Would You Rather? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTK62OHEWzs 
 
Complete the line jump challenge (was your score better than yesterday?) 
 

https://rolladie.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTK62OHEWzs
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Wednesday 20th October 2021 
When you see the  symbol, upload that task to Seesaw for your teacher to give feedback. 

English 
Spelling:  

1. Look, cover, write and check your list words.  
2. Choose 5 of your list words and write three adverbs that could be used to describe them.  

1._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Grammar/Reading: Irregular past tense verb and comprehension.  
Read the text “Advice From Dad” and highlight all the past tense verbs that you can see and answer the questions below.  

Questions:  

1. Why was Hayley nervous?  

2. What advice did her dad give her about starting school and making friends?  

3. Why is Hayley’s dad’s advice helpful?  

4. Why do you think starting a new school could be scary? What are some reasons for this? 

 
Writing 

100+ Word Challenge!  
Write about 3 things you learnt to do better during lockdown. It doesn’t have to be school related but it can be. Explain exactly what those 

things are and how you know you’ve improved. 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Maths:  
Warm Up: Dice game – Race to 100 and back again 
If you don’t have a dice, use an online dice - https://rolladie.net/ - or make a cube and place one to six dots on each face.  
Roll your dice, roll again, add your numbers together. Keep rolling and adding until you get to exactly 100. Once you reach 100, go back down to 
zero rolling and subtracting until you reach exactly zero. 
 
Task: Complete the worksheet- ‘Camp class budget plan’ attached below. 
Each student has $70 to spend. Which camp will you choose? 
 
Geography:  
On Monday, we looked at a partial image and made inferences as to what the ‘bigger picture’ could be. Today, you will observe the full image and 
complete the questions. 

https://rolladie.net/
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Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Creative Arts: Dance – Line Dance 
This week we will be looking at some line dancing (boot scootin’) follow along with this tutorial. We would love to see a video of you attempting this.  
There are 2 videos, the first one is much easier! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsWZBLzawjc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ovq0YTMGk1A 
 

PE: 
Rock, Paper, Scissors 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6-C3ShLPTk  

 
Complete the Line Jump Challenge and/or take on the Mountain Climber Challenge (below). 
Fit legs and a strong heart are just a few benefits of incorporating The Mountain Climber into your workout routine. Start 
in plank position (push-up position). Execute 50 Mountain Climbers, all at once, or in sets of 10. Post a picture of yourself 
in action, on seesaw to complete this challenge.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsWZBLzawjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ovq0YTMGk1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6-C3ShLPTk
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Thursday 21st October 2021 
When you see the  symbol, upload that task to Seesaw for your teacher to give feedback. 

English 
Spelling:  

1. Look, cover, write and check your list words. 
2. Boggle: Using the letters in the box see how many other words you can make. Add up you score to see how well you went. Scoring – 3 letter 

word = 1 point, 4 letter word = 2 points, 5 letter word = 3 points and 6 letters and above = 5 points. 

 
Grammar: Auxiliary tense verbs   
Auxiliary verbs are helping verbs they help to form the tense of another verb. These can be used to help change other verbs to past, present or future. 
They will often come before the main verb in your sentence. We often use these auxiliary verbs when changing the tense of a verb ending in -ing.  
Examples: Auxiliary verbs, Main verbs 
 
Past  Present  Future  
Common auxiliary verbs - was, were Common auxiliary verbs - am, are, is  Common auxiliary verbs - will be 
I was watching TV.  
You were working hard.  

I am speaking to you.  
We are not playing football.  

I will be working at 10am.  
We will not be having dinner at home.  

 
Task: Write 3 sentences, one in each tense, and include the word below. Use the above table to help you.  

1. Swimming  
• _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Jumping  
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• ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. Playing  

• ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Reading:  
Read the information on the influential Aboriginal woman, Cathy Freeman, below and answer the questions on the attached sheets. 
 

 
Writing: 

100+ Word Challenge!  
Pretend you are the teacher. Write about 2 positive aspects about your learning from home journey. In your last paragraph (still pretending you are 

the teacher) give yourself some areas for improvement.  
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Maths:  
Warm Up: Dice game – Race to 100 and back again 
If you don’t have a dice, use an online dice - https://rolladie.net/ - or make a cube and place one to six dots on each face.  

https://rolladie.net/
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Roll your dice, roll again, add your numbers together. Keep rolling and adding until you get to exactly 100. Once you reach 100, go back down to 
zero rolling and subtracting until you reach exactly zero. 
 
Tasks: 

1. Complete the attached ‘Adding 4-digit numbers with regrouping’ worksheet attached below. 
2. Complete the sheet ‘Money Matching’ attached below. 

Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Creative Arts: Dance 
In dance, a measure is usually “musically paired” this means in counts of 4 or 8. The 8 counts keep track of the beat and tempo but break up the song 
into manageable sections. One set of 8 is like a sentence. This is why you hear dance teachers ‘count in’ their dancers by saying “5,6,7,8”.  
 
You are going to put together a group of 8 moves. It can be anything. You will then do these 8 counts to the below song, keep repeating the 8 
counts. You will get more comfortable with the tempo and rhythm as you go along!  
Share your ‘routines’ with your teacher’. See the Seesaw activity for an example 
Song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx6M1z037BU 
 
PE: 
Tissue Toss 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUex0C3wd4Q 
 
Complete the Line Jump Challenge and/or take on the Mountain Climber Challenge or you could have a go at the Triceps 
Dip Challenge. 
 
THE TRICEPS BENCH DIP CHALLENGE 
This exercise is great for strong arms. It can be done most anywhere.  Make sure that your knees stay bent throughout the 
exercise. To complete Today's Challenge, post a picture on seesaw with how many dips you can complete in 1 minute.  

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx6M1z037BU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUex0C3wd4Q
http://www.leanteen.com/blog/38/the-triceps-bench-dip-challenge/
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Friday 22nd October 2021 
When you see the  symbol, upload that task to Seesaw for your teacher to give feedback. 

English 
Spelling:  
Spelling Test. Get a family member to test you on your words. Check over and mark your words to see how you went.  

 
Grammar: Changing tense future tense.  
Work through the attached worksheet. You need to change the sentence from past/present tense to future tense.  
 

Reading:  
Read the information on the influential Aboriginal man, Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu, and answer the questions on the attached sheets.  
 
Writing: 

100+ Word Challenge!  
What 3 pieces of positive advice would you give to somebody who has never experienced a whole term learning from home. How could you help 

them achieve their personal best? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Maths:  
Warm Up: Dice game – Race to 100 and back again 
If you don’t have a dice, use an online dice - https://rolladie.net/ - or make a cube and place one to six dots on each face.  

https://rolladie.net/
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Roll your dice, roll again, add your numbers together. Keep rolling and adding until you get to exactly 100. Once you reach 100, go back down to 
zero rolling and subtracting until you reach exactly zero. 
 
Tasks 

1. Complete the attached ‘Subtracting 4-digit numbers with exchanging’ worksheet 
2. Plan a class party with a total budget of $60 (you can’t go over this amount). Use the ‘Pandora’s Party Palace’ catalogue attached and fill in 

this blank table to help you.  

Geography:  
Redesign a new flag for Papua New Guinea. The colours, symbols, positions, and design must convey meaning that shows understanding of 
the country’s people and places and a hope for a better future. Share the new flag design on Seesaw with your teacher.  

 
Break – Time to stop and refuel. Eat, play, have fun. Self-directed outside activities where possible. 

Creative Arts:  
To unwind for the week, choose from the ‘mindfulness colouring’ below, colour in, relax, reflect on how much you have achieved and overcome 
and click on the YouTube link to listen to some meditation music.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVct34NUk3U 
 
PE: 
Minecraft 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpL_Dpif_m8 
 
Boxing for Kids 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjA_RFRS7M0 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVct34NUk3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpL_Dpif_m8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjA_RFRS7M0
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Class Party Planning 
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